
The autumn decline of Wall Street which I have so long predicted, started on time as the 
graph below makes clear with the widest indicator of all, the S&P500 Index, already 
significantly down as I write and likely 
to continue on downwards for some 
time more. 

As depicted in my first graph, ShareFinder 
currently projects that the decline will 
continue until November 11 before a 
recovery begins lasting through to mid-
April. 

The latest US decline was sparked by a 
dramatic record-setting one-day fall of the 
tech-heavy Nasdaq which — second 
graph — began on September 2 and fell  
16.1 percent in a day before recovering 
strongly and than converting into a more 
modest declining trend which, 
ShareFinder predicts, will continue on 
down until the first week of October before 
beginning an almost sideways recovery 
until mid-December. 

Though the Financial Press has seemed 
to suggest that the Nasdaq event came 
out of nowhere, it in fact began as far back 
as July in the Far East where, note my 
third graph on this page, Hong Kong’s 
Hangsen Index had been in decline since 
July 7 and is already close to ending its 
phase of weakness. ShareFinder projects 
that the Hong Kong recovery is likely to 
begin towards the end of this month. 

In surprising contrast to these moves, 
particularly considering the widespread 
mood of negativity in South Africa, the 
JSE All Share Index has been in recovery 
since September 4 and is likely to 
continue recovering until the end of this 
month when a six-week phase of 
weakness is projected to begin taking the 
market to a brief mid November low 
followed by recovery until the second 
week of December and then a final plunge 
until late January. 
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Unfortunately, this ray of light seems unlikely to benefit local Blue-chips which are currently 
projected in my next graph to remain in the grip of a steadily declining trend for the rest of the 
year culminating in a mid-January bottom ahead of modest gains until approximately April 7 
and then further declines until August next year. ShareFinder currently predicts that, judging by 
the mauve trend line, the aristocrats of the JSE are likely to continue falling at a compound 
annual average rate of 20.5 percent throughout wreaking considerable damage to portfolios at 
a time when the South African economy remains locked in the doldrums. 

In sharp contrast, ShareFinder projects that the Nasdaq (below left) will recover at compound 
29 percent after it bottoms next month while New York’s S&P500 (below right) is likely to gain 
at compound 23.4 percent from mid-November to mid-April. 

The Rand is likely, meanwhile, to continue strengthening at least until the end of this month 
before it begins weakening once more until mid-February when it appears likely to turn a 
corner and regain strength until late June as depicted in the graph below. 

 



However, as I explained in my latest Richard Cluver Predicts column last Friday, our abound-
ing mood of pessimism might be a little misplaced because the primary mineral exports upon 
which our economy is based, have been in recovery mode for some time providing South Afri-
ca with a string of positive balance of payments monthly returns. The good news, is being led 
by the dollar price of platinum and platinum group metals which have been rising at compound 
137 percent since March and appear in the graph (below left) likely to continue rising at least 
until mid-November. Implats (below right) was quick to respond, climbing at compound 595 
percent since March and likely to continue into mid-November.  

Currently ShareFinder sees this as a short-term event which, sadly, is echoed by the graphs of 
other primary commodities. While gold appears likely to continue its 25.4 percent compound 
long-term recovery trend well into the future—at least until the middle of 2021 as my graph be-
low left suggests. Meanwhile, silver which normally moves in tandem, has already completed 
its run...for now …..and appears in the graph (below right) likely to head down at least for the 
first half of the New Year. 

Arguably, it is far too early to tell how long it might take the world to recover from the Covid-19 
pandemic and I fear some major monetary events are likely to play themselves out before nor-
mality can return...like the world’s debt mountain finally provoking an outbreak of global hyper-
inflation...which would explain why gold alone is continuing its upward trajectory. I accordingly 
continue to argue that Blue-Chip shares represent the investor’s safest haven in the stormy 
months ahead and, relative to the rest of the world, South African Blue-Chips are cheap and 
likely to get cheaper until January! 
 
 



The Prospects JSE Portfolio 

The good news is that our Prospects Portfolio has grown in value from R3 115 547 in August to a 
current R3 161 920 as a result of significant gains in shares like Capitec (against a general decline of 
the banking sector), Clicks despite its unfortunate shampoo incident, and Mr Price despite deep 
concerns in the marketplace about the long-term future of bricks and mortar retail stores. The gains 
serve to underscore the argument that top performers will continue to outdistance the rest of the 
market. 

Moreover, the portfolio has significantly outperformed the Blue Chip Index as illustrated by my 
comparison graph below. Note the green trend line in the portfolio graph rising at compound 73 percent 
while the red trend line on the Blue-Chip graph records a mere 0.8 percent gain since the end of May: 

Earlier in the year I created R258 920 
cash within the portfolio which should 
offer us some useful firepower if the 
projected market decline between now 
and early January should open up 
some attractive opportunities. 

Currently I have my eye on some new 
contenders to the Rising Stars list: 
Quantum Foods, Trade Holdings and 
ISA. The Trade Holdings projection 
graph is on the right with a low of 
R7.50 projected for the end of this 
month: 
 
 



Prospects 2019 New York Portfolio 
 
In line with the rest of Wall Street listed shares, our New York portfolio peaked on 
September 3 and ShareFinder suggests that it is likely to be down-hill from here until 
mid-December. 
Happily, however, our New York portfolio had a good run since the February crash as the 
graph below illustrates: 

As readers are aware I had market our 
underperforming holding in City Group (Del) for 
disposal but, although it failed to reach my target 
selling price of $24.56 in early September, the 
increasing imminence of a major market contraction 
eventually convinced me that it was now or never. I 
thus opted to sell at $22.3 ahead of a final peak of 
$22.36.  
As a consequence the portfolio now has a cash 
portion of $127 946 putting us in a good position to  
take advantage of the anticipated decline in US 
markets. If ShareFinder is correct in the projection 
graph on the right, the S&P500 index is likely to 
bottom around October 30 with a second bite 
around January 20. 
 
This time I plan to go fishing for value in the 
Nasdaq when it finally bottoms. 
 
Currently the portfolio looks like this: 

 



 
 
 
 

On this and the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should 
form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in 
your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which 
head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment 
grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers 
significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.  
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very 
high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.  
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree 
of investment risk: 
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